
                                                                                                  

Q&A for Regeneron and DNAnexus Webinar 

Beyond 100,000: Insights & Lessons from Large-Scale Sequencing in the Cloud 

 

Question: Illumina sequencers can directly stream data per bcl file to BaseSpace for quick primary and 

secondary analysis. How do you transfer data over to DNAnexus platform for further analysis? 

 Answer: We deposit bcls on a local storage buffer server that then pushes them up into the 

cloud, it is more than fast enough for our needs. 

Question: When you did the calculation for onsite server infrastructure vs cloud, what were the 

conclusions? ROI? Any numbers? 

 Answer: Our infrastructure decisions were made in 4Q13 just in advance of the launch of the 

RGC. I can't share numbers, but given that we would have had to build a data center from 

scratch the case for cloud was very, very compelling in terms of time, scalability, and cost. 

Question: How large is the compute fleet in terms of cpus? also how large would S3 storage 

requirement be? Thanks. 

 Answer: Since the vast majority of our compute and storage is deployed in the cloud as needed, 

we don't think in terms of CPU fleet or 'total' storage requirements -- it is a totally different 

paradigm than managing a local cluster.     

Question: Can you talk about genetic epistasis in your datasets as it relates to complex phenotypes and 

why it seems to be underreported in large resequencing studies. is there a technological or 

computational resource bottleneck? 

 Answer: I'm probably the wrong person to ask, but if I were to guess I would say it is likely a 

question of having sufficient power (even in very large studies), as opposed to being 

computationally constrained. 

Question: Do you use DNAnexus for variant interpretation and cohort analysis? If not, what do you use? 

 Answer: We use DNAnexus as a platform to deploy some of the variant interpretation and 

cohort analysis tools, but we also have some systems & tools that we have developed ourselves 

that we run outside of the DNAnexus Core Platform, but within the security umbrella of the 

DNAnexus Annex. 

Question: Do you sequence to produce longitudinal molecular data? e.g. cancer progression. How do 

you manage this in your analysis framework? 

 Answer: No, >99.9% of our sequence production is for germline exomes. 



Question: There are so many NGS analysis software products in the market. How did you decide on 

choosing a partner/vendor? 

 Answer: In terms of choosing DNAnexus as a platform partner, we looked at all of the options 

and decided to go with the one that best suited our needs for delivering in terms of scale and 

timeline. 

Question: What balance do you use at annotation stage between computation led identification of 

relevant genes and human led analysis? 

 Answer: This is a great question, and really comes down to the judgement of the various 

analysts and scientists working on the project. We do a lot of pre-computation to put lots of 

data in the hands of the people asking the hard questions, but it is really a case-by-case 

judgement call as to what needs a 'human-led deep dive'. 

Question: Do you see the FDA requiring more genomics information with submissions? 

 Answer: I don't know. That said, I think everyone in the field expects to see genomics 

increasingly incorporated into all aspects of healthcare. 

Question: Back at the 500k exomes slide, what is the compute requirement in terms of compute jobs or 

cpus to support 500k exomes sequencing a yr, i.e. 1400 exomes a day?  Also what is the downloaded 

data size required by these compute jobs?  I am trying to gauge the compute cluster size needed to 

support500k exomes sequencing a yr. 

 Answer: Since the vast majority of our compute and storage is deployed in the cloud as needed, 

we don't think in terms of CPU fleet or 'total' storage requirements -- it is a totally different 

paradigm than managing a local cluster.     

Question: What tools do you use for annotation? Home grown? Open source? Commercial? 

 Answer: We use a variety of tools, including SNPEff and AnnoVAR. 

Question: Why filter by coding? Have you explored noncoding? 

 Answer: Since we are doing germline exome sequencing we have made a strong commitment to 

the coding regions of the genome. We certainly have interest in functional variants outside of 

the exome, but we've chosen to focus on the most directly interpretable and actionable regions 

of the genome first. 

Question: What is RGC direction for common disease? 

 Answer: We will continue to go wherever the science leads us. 

Question: Is the computational pipeline available to research community or proprietary? 

 Answer: Our pipeline is mostly built with industry-standard tools including BWA, Picard, 

SAMtools, AnnoVAR, PRIMUS, etc. For the variant calling tools we are building ourselves 

(CLAMMS, etc) we are publishing them as they mature and plan to make them open source, 

available on GitHub. 



Question: Thank you for a very interesting presentation. How do you envision national health funding 

adapting to a drive towards personalised medicine lead by genetic profiles? 

 Answer: I see all aspects of medicine moving towards more personalized medicine with 

genomics as a key component. 

Question: Jeff, good talk. Are the family genetic analysis you showed using all in-house tools? 

 Answer: Of course there are many commonly used tools at various stages in the pipeline, but 

the family analysis tools are in-house tools developed by Claudia Gonzaga-Jauregui and her 

group. 

Question: How often did you see CNV in genes with deleterious mutations found in some patients? 

Almost 50%, 50% mechanism-wise, or CNV more frequent? 

 Answer: We see putative loss-of-function variants in a very large fraction of genes (~92%), and 

find about 1 rare exonic CNV per person. I haven't looked at this specifically, but given the vary 

large number of genes with at least one heterozygous pLOF carrier, and the rate of rare CNVs, I 

suspect we see very many examples of exonic CNVs in genes harboring at least one pLOF 

variant. 

Question: How much storage are you using on AWS for studies of this magnitude? 

 Answer: I actually don't know -- I think of storage in terms of monthly cost and not gigabytes. 


